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ABSTRACT
ADOLESCENT' PERCEPTIONS OE THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH FAMILY
MEMBERS
JOHN UPSHAW
MAY, 1998
This exploratory quantitative st.udy examined
adolescents' perceptions of their relationship, in terms of
lnterpersonal boundaries, with family members. The
literature review revealed different types of boundaries
and boundary positions. The Family Adaptability and
was the instrument util-ized forCohesion ScaJe
assessing the
adaptability.
(EACES rr)
The questions this study answers include how
the adolescents' boundary position, in terms of cohesion,
and boundary adaptahility effects del-j-nquency and school-
achlevement? A1so, how do reliqious activities of the
adolescents effect delinquency and school- achievement?
Sel-f-survey questionnaires and FACES II inventories were
administered at two separate high school-s. The findings
revea1ed connected family cohesion and frequent rel-igious
activitj-es are correlated with hiqh grades at schooL and
adolescents are f ess likely to be involved in the j uvenil-e
justice system. Implications for social work practice and
poficy are discussed.
adol-escents' cohesion level- and boundary
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Chapter I : IHTRODUCTION
This chapter presenis the issue of adol,escents'
relationship, in terms of interpersonal boundaries, with
family members. The emphasis of adolescents' interpersonaJ
boundaries is focused on cohesion and adaptability of their
boundaries wit,h f amily memhers, specif ically with adu1t
family members. This section addresses the significance of
this research study specifically to how adolescents are
ef fected hy thej-r interpersonal boundaries with a,Cul-ts.
Furthermore, this chapter concludes with the purpose of
this expl-oratory quantitative studyr re search questions,
and hypothesis.
Background of the Problem
Several- research studies contribute delinquency and
troubled child/family relationships amongst adol-escents due
to poor interpersonal- boundaries. For example, in a
qualitative perj-odical-, a study was conducted that compared
27 high-risk families with 35 l-ow-risk famil-ies for
destructive parent/child relationships, which utilized the
Family Adaptability and Cohesion Evaluation Scal-e II (FACES
rr). Trre study's finding concluded with the low-risk
families having separated and connected boundaries whi1e
the high-risk famiries had disengaged and enm,eshed
1
boundaries (Garbarino, Sche-llenbach, & Sebes, 1985). fn a
study conducted by Rod-ick, Hdnson, and Henggeler (198 6 ) , a
comparj-son of 29 mother-son dyads in which the son was an
adolescent delinguent with 29 control dyads. This study
concluded with 93t of the del-inquent dyads having enmeshed
and disengaged boundaries . In a research proj ect that this
wr j-ter was involved in during undergraduate studies, six
undergraduate students revj-ewed 60 qualitatj-ve and 60
quantitatj-ve periodicals. over three-fourths of the
variabl-es that correlated to delinquency were family
rel-ated. some of these variables include a l-ack of
parental monitori-ng, weak parent-child bonding, rarge
f amily si ze, the use of overry strict and erot j-c
disciplining methods, quality of family relationships, and
family history of crimj-nar behavior (Boos, Burkamper,
Determan, Jefferies, Lyness, and Upshaw, 1993).
Statement of the Problem
The problenr of the effects of adorescents' poor
interpersonal boundaries with adul-t family members is the
focus of this study. There are exploratory studies that
focus on this issue, however, these studies do not explore
the variabl-es of educational achievement and reJigion,
which is a focus of this research project (Boos, Burkamper,
Determan, Jefferies , Lyness, and upshaw, I 9 93; Garbarino,
2
schell-enbach, & -sebes, 1985; Rodick, Hanson, and Henggel-er
1986) .
Purpos e
There are
and Significance of the Research Problem
several- types of systemic therapies being
adolescents and theirutilized in the treatment of
families. Eor example, Bowenian Family Therapy and
Structural FamiIy Therapy are commonly used as treatment
modalities (Nichol-os & Schwartrz, 1995) . These types of
treatment modalit j-es emphasize the concept of boundaries,
which is the primary focus of this study.
The purpose of this study is to explore adolescents'
perceptions of their interpersonal boundaries wi.th family
members. Varj-ables that wil-l- be identified are cohesion,
as identified by the boundary position and adaptability of
the boundary. This st.udy seeks to gain a better
understanding about how interpersonal boundaries may or may
not ef f ect del-inquency and schoo] achievement. The
potential significance of this study's findings wir]
consist of providing validity measures in the implj-cation
of systemic therapj-es for practitioners and program and
policy developers designed to address issues of del-inquency
and other issues common to adolescents.
3
Research Questions
The research questions of this study are:
1 . What is the reJati cnship between adolescent.s'
interpersonal- boundary positions, in terms of
cohesion, with f amily members , del-inquency and
school achievement?
2. What is the relationship between the adaptahility of
adol-escents' interpersonal- boundaries with f amily
members, delinquency and school achievement?
3 . What is the relationship between the adol-escents'
rel-igious practices, delinquency and school
achievement ?
Hypothesis
The hypot,hesis for this study is that if adolescents
perceive their relationships with family members as having
a higher level of cohesion and fl-exible boundary
adaptability, then there wiil- be lower levels of
delinquency and higher l-evel of achievement at school- (in
terms of cl-ass grades) .
Summary
This chapter presented studies that explored how poor
boundaries of adolescents contributes to troubl-ed
parent /child rel-ationships and delinquency. Chapter 2 will
discuss the theoretical frameworkr systemj-c and
4
developmental theories, which guided this research.
Chapter 3 wil-l further define the concept of boundarj-es by
identifying boundary typologies and typology of boundary
positions. Chapter 4 explains the methodology that is
utilized in this research project. Chapter 5 presents the
results of this study j-n a summary and graphic format.
Lastfy, chapter 6 will discuss the l-imitations of this
study, implications for social work practitj,oners and
policy developers, and recommendations for future research .
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CHAPTER II : THEORIIICAL ERitrIIEIilORK
This chapter describes systernic and developmental
theories. Systemic theories are utilized j-n this study due
to their appl-ication of boundaries, which is a f ocus of
this study. Devel-opmental theories are utilized to gain a
better understanding of the developmental- needs of
adol-escents.
Systemic Theories
Boundaries are the conceptual- Iines that separate one
thing f rom another (Sori, 19 95 ) . Several- theor j-sts f rom
family therapy util-ize
theories and theorists
the concept of boundaries. These
lnclude differentiation of self from
Bowen (1988), struct.ural Family Therapy from Minuchin
(1981), individuation from Mahler (1975), and psychological
differentiation from irflitken (19?7). There are primary
themes that are congruent throughout the literature. These
themes i-nclude :
1. starti-ng af ter the age of 2, each person deverops
a boundary system that differentiat,es them from
others, rt is the parameter that defines the
individual-' s identity f rom others . rt is the
interpersonal- boundary where human interaction
occurs (Sori, 1995).
6
a
L Emotionally healthy people have well-
differentiated bcundaries within LhemseLves. For
example , my emoti ons and t.hought s are
differentiated, It is the intrapsychic boundary
where thought and emotion are separated ( Sori,
199s).
3. There are different types of boundaries. The two
types of boundaries that are discussed in the
Iiterature i-ncl-ude emotional boundaries and
int.ellectual boundaries ( Sori, 19 95 ) .
4. Boundaries have positions, which serves both as
structure and function (Sori, 1995).
High l-evels of intrapsychic and interpersonal boundary
differentiation in a person increases the proceeding:
1. Ability to identify and articul-ate their own
values, thoughts, f eelings, and bel_ief s .
2. Util-ization of less energy in maintaining
healthy relationships.
3. Possessing more focus j-n goal directed
activi t.y .
4. Respect for self and others.
5 . Leve] of f unctioning based on sel- f -perception
not on praise or criticisms from others.
1
Based upon the literature, two common boundaries are
consistent from these J.eading theorists. These boundaries
are emotion and thought. However, literature from other
sources reveals other boundaries that will- be identified in
the following section ( Bohlander, Lg94 ; Sori, 1 9 g5 ; Atwood
& Safyer,1993; Benson, Larson, Wilscn, & Demo 19g3;
Knudson-Martain, 1994; ) .
Development of Adol_escence
Within this sectj-on process duri-ng the adoJescence
stage 1s defined. Three paradigms are utilized from the
theorj-es derived from piaget, Kohlberg, and E. Erickson.
The intent of this section is not only to define the
developmental- process during adolescence, hut aJso to gain
an understanding of how adoJescents process information and
developmental needs.
operations
identify their specific
Piaget I s stage of formal
rn Piaget's theory, formal operation is the highest
level- of cognitive development, which j-s reached during
adorescence (Paparia & olds , ]rg96) . During this stage of
cogn j-tive development, adol-escents are abl-e to think
abstractly about themseJves and their environment. This is
a progressive difference from the previous stage of
cognitive development, concrete operations. During the
concrete operational stage, during middle childhood between
o
the ages of '7 to 11, chil-dren are able to think about the
here and now in a logical- and concrete sense (Papal-ia &
Ol-ds, L996) .
Kohlberg's Stages of t'{oraI Development
Kohlberg's theory of
three stages. The first
moral- development consists of
stage is termed as preconrrlen tionaf
moraT ity, which occurs between the ages of 4 to l_ 0 . At
this stage of development moral- decisions are based upon
external- control-s. Their behavior is governed by
Olds , t9 96) .punishment and rewards (Papal-ia &
The second stage of moral development is termed as
moraTity of conventional roJe conformity, which occurs
between the ages of 10 to 13. Durj-ng this stage of moral-
development val-ues and beliefs are internarized
(incorporated into their personality) that was learned from
their previous stage of development. A1so, during this
stage, children conduct their hehavior that is acceptable
as a means of pleaslng others. Typically these codes of
norms of the cuJture orconduct are influenced by the
society in which they belong (Papalia & olds, lg96) .
The l-ast stage of moral development is termed as
morality of autonomous moraT principles, which occurs after
the age of 13 if ever achieved. During this stage of moral-
devel-opment, moral deci s j-ons are based upon internal
I
control-s. Essentially, this means people are able to make
decisions based upon their perception of right and wrong
(PapaLia & Ol-ds, L996) .
Erikson's Theory of Development
According to Eric Erikson's theory or development
adolescence is a stage in which they must resol-ve the
conflict of identity vs. identity confusion. This is a
stage that they search f or t'who am I . " Adol-escents need
autonomy and connections from others to explore and
identify who they are (Papal.ia & Ol-ds, 1996) . Essentially,
exploration and identification of seJ-f is the identity
crisis (Baco, Dunham, Kidfwell, Pastorino, & Port.es, 1995).
Application of Theoretical Framework
The nature of this study is to expl-ore adol-escents /
perceptions of their relationship with family members.
Expl-oration is conducted within a systems theory context.
A theme throughout this study is the evaluation of the
interpersonal- boundary of the participants' family as
perceived by the participant. The interpersonal boundary
is evaluated according to t.he boundary position or dynamj-c
and adaptability of the boundary. This paradigm of viewing
family and relationships via boundaries is possible through
systems theories. Developmental theories are utilized, on
the other handr ES a means of highlighting this researcher
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and readers' awareness of developmental issues pertaining
to the adolescent population. Eor example, in Erikson's
theory of development, adoJescents are at odds with adults
as a means of gaini-ng their own sense of identity. Issues
such as that may or may not have effects on their responses
when viewing their f amil-ies . Another example, using the
l-ens of Kohlberg's stages of morality, l-ooking at
adol-escents' rel-ationship to religious practices as
compared to del-inquency and school achievement can be of
assistance. If this theory is appropriately represented by
the research question of adol-escents' rel-igious practices,
than one may anticipate higher level,s of religious
practices with lower level-s of delinquency and higher
school achievement. By having a cl-earer understanding of
adol-escent needs, one can view the importance of identity
formationr cognitive development, and moral growth.
Summary
fn this chapter systems theories were discussed as a
means of identifying the importance of boundarj-es. Also,
developmental theories were discussed as a means of
identifying the developmental agendas of adolescents, which
is the study populat j-on of this study. The next chapter
shall further define boundaries.
t1
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CHAPTER II I : LITERR,TTIRE REVTEII
This chapter further defines the concept of
boundaries. Boundaries are the conceptual l-ines that
separate one thing from another, as defined j-n chapter II
(Sorj-, 1995) .
identifying the
boundaries are
Boundaries are further defined by
different typofogy of boundaries. Also,
def j-ned by identi f ying how boundaries are
positioned.
Boundary Typology
In this section boundaries will- be def ined. The
boundary typologies include physical- boundaries,
intell-ectual- boundaries, sexual- boundaries, emotional-
boundaries, spiritual boundaries, and cul-tural boundarj-es .
These boundary typologj-es are the parts that contribute to
one' s identity.
Physj-cal- Boundaries
Our bodies are our primary physical boundaries. It is
our skin which defines our bodies' boundaries (Katherine,
1991) . AIso, it is the space heyond our skin and the l-eve1
of comfort we fee] when others are in the space, Each
individual- deterrnines that comfort 1evel . Each individual
has a different leveJ of comfort when others are in their
physicaL space (Colgan, I9B7).
L2
Intel-lectual Boundaries
Intel-lectual boundaries are our thcughts, memories and
perceptions. rt determines r^rhat we think, bel-j-eve, and
want. Furthermore, it is the aspect of who we are that
guides logica1 decj-sion-making (Bohl-ander, lg94; Weinhol-d &
Weinhold, 1992 ) .
Sexual- Boundari,es
Sexua1 boundaries have both biofogical and
psychological- dimensions (Masters & Johnson, 1985). The
biological sexual boundary refers to our physical bodies
and our physical- sexua] arousal-. The psychological sexual
boundary is our emotions and thoughts about
It is both our psychological_ and biol_ogical
that determines our sexual
are typically biologically
our sexuality.
sexual boundary
orientation . For example, mal_es
and emotionally sexually
attracted to the femare gender that regards them
heterosexual, which is part of their sexual identity
(Masters & Johnson, 1985) .
Emotional- Boundaries
Emotional boundari-es are what we feel-. It involves
how we relate to others on a feeling Jevel (weinhol_d &
weinhold, 1992). AIso, it is how we emotionally invest.
For example, parents have an emot.ional- investment in their
children's future (Knudson-Martain, 1g94 ) .
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Spiritual Boundaries
A person's spiritual boundary is their
conceptualization about t.heir reJationship with others, the
world, and creator (Keller & Prest, 1993 ) . rt is thej-r
beliefs about human beings heing united as representations
or emanations of a central energy, principle, spirit, God,
Goddess, forcef source, and love (MoreI1, 1gg6).
Furthermore, our morals, val-ues, and consciousness are the
pillars and expressj-ons of our spirituaL boundarj-es. For
example, spiritually people bel-ieve and feel- their higher
power has a purpose for them in this worJd. Interactions
with f ami1y, f riends, coflrmunity, and work are al1 guided by
moral- commitment.
CuItural Boundaries
Cultural boundaries are the abstract beliefs, values
and perceptions of the worl-d. Members of the cul-tural
group share these bel-iefs, values, and perceptions. rt is
the cultural boundary that provides the governing standard
of acceptabl-e and nonacceptabl-e behaviors for j-t's members
(Haviland, 79Bg).
Boundary Position Dynamics
Boundarj-es have an array of dynamj-cs j-n which they are
positioned. Theses boundary positions include detached,
connected, enmeshed, and partitioned or disengaged, These
14
dynamj,cs occur both intrapsychically, within oneself , and
interpersonally, between people.
Interpersonal- Detached Boundar y Pos i tion
An interpersonal detached boundary refers to an
lndividual- positioning their boundary or boundaries ( i . e .
physical boundary, emotional boundary, etc. ) in a state of
being, which has distance from another'.s interpersonal-
boundary. rt means physically removing onesel-f from
situations as well as establ-ishing emotional distance. It
means a discontinuance of intellectual and emotional-
investments . However, when a person is emot j-onal1y or
intel*lectually detached, they are honest with themselves
about their thoughts and feelings (Coleman & Co1gan, irg}-t;
Knudson-Martain, 1994) . A1so, in certain cj-rcumstances,
open with others about their detached position.
Intrapsychic Detached Boundar Position
rntrapsychic detached refers to an individual
positionj-ng their boundary or boundarj-es (i. e. intel-lectual-
boundary, emotional- boundary, etc.) j-n a stat.e of being,
which has distance from the other intrapsychic boundary.
For example, distanci-ng ones'thoughts from emotion
(Coleman & Colgan , 1,981 ; Knudson-Martaj_n, 1994 ) .
Interpersonal Connected Boundary Position
According to Ben-Ari (1995), intimacy is "closeness
15
and interdependence of par L.ners , extent of sel- f discl-osure,
and warmth and af f ecriorr" (308 ) . To expand upon that,
intimacy is two or more persons connecting on
and spiritual-
an emot j-onaI,
inteIlectual. s€xuaI, physical, bounda ry
while maintaining differentiation and individuality (Atwood
& Safyer, 1993; Benson, Larsonr Wilson, & Demo, 1993,-
Bohlander, 1994; Knudson-Martain, Lgg4; Sori, 1995) .
I nt r aps ychi c Connected Boundary Position
rntrapsychic connect.ed boundary positj-on refers to the
boundaries wlthin onesel-f to be connected. For example,
an emotionaJ boundary connected to an intel-lectual- boundary
(Whitfield, 1993) . In this position thoughts and emotions
are differentiated, however, one understands both thought
and feeling
Interpersonal Parti tioned / Oi sengaqed Boundary Position
A partitioned boundary is a state of being 1n which
emotl-onal, physical, sexual, intellectual, and spiritual-
boundarj-es are partitioned of f f rom other's interpersonal
boundaries within themsel-ves. Bowen refers to this as cut-
off (Nichols & schwartz, L995). This partitionment i-s
enacted in a number of ways, Examples of this incl-ude
isolation at al-l- boundary types, use of sarcasm to keep
others distant, and several other behaviors that keep
themselves from connecting with others. This boundary
16
position keeps people frorn achieving social needs and often
tlmes leads to loneliness and depression (Rodway, 1992).
Intrapsychic Partitioned/Disengaged Boundary Posltion
A partitioned boundary is a state of being in which
boundaries within oneself is partitioned off from another
boundary. For example, if an emotj-onal boundary is
partitioned off from an intellectual boundary then one may
know how they t,hink, however, may not know how t.hey f eel- or
vi sa versa ( Rodway, 1 9 92 ) .
Interpersonal Enmeshed Boundary Position
rnterpersonal enmeshed boundary is a state of being in
which a person does not recognize
emotional, physical, intellectual,
boundaries. This is most commonly
their and / or others
sexual, and spiritual-
known as co-dependency.
this manner are
of purpose and identity through
others (Fisher & Span, 1990) . Their own
People whose boundaries are positioned in
unclear of their ldentity (Treadway, l-990). They may
derive their sense
relationships with
personal needs are
others (Whitfield, 1e84 ) . of an
due to focusing on
enmeshed boundary
unclear to themselves
position include Ceriving
Exampl e s
one t s own thoughts, f eel j-ngs, and
beliefs from other's thoughts,
(Atwood & Safyer, l-993; Benson,
f eelings. and bel j-ef s
Larson, Wilson, & Demo,
1993; Bohl-ander, 7994; Knudson-Martain, 1994; Sori, 1g9S).
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Their authentic boundaries are unclear or unknown. They
are unable to differentiate boundaries between them and
othe rs .
Intrapsychic Enmeshed Boundary Position
Intrapsychic enmeshed boundary is a state of being in
which the boundaries within onesel f are b1ended together .
For example, if one's intell-ectual boundary and emotj-ona1
boundary were enmeshed then one wouJd have difficulty
differentiating their thoughts from feelings (Whitfield,
19e3).
Summary
Within this chapter boundaries were defined.
Furthermore, this writer began operational-izing boundaries
by defining boundary typologies and the various positions
in which how they function and how they are structured. As
identif ied in chapter r, background of t.he problem and
statement of the problem, gaps in the literature consj-sts
of how various interpersonal- boundary dynamics effect
educationaL achievement, according to the adolescent, and
how spirituaf or religious interpersonal boundary dynamics
ef f ect del-inquency and school achievement. This study
specifically addressed those gaps.
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CTIAPTER IV: METHODOLOGY
This chapt.er dlscusses the me'Lhodology that is used to
conduct this research. The studies cited in chapter I
boundari-es withindicate adolescents' poor interpersonal-
family members contribute to
problematic behaviors. This
explore how poor and healthy
del-inquency and other
study was developed to further
interpersonal boundaries
ef fect the lives of a specific populatj-on, adolescents.
This chapter's components shal-l- consist of research Cesign,
research question*q, hypothesi s I conceptualization and
operat,ional.ization, characterj-stics of the study
popul-ation, instrumentation, data collection, data
analysis, and protection of human subjects.
Research Desj.gn
This sfudy utilizes a survey research design. The
nature of the research is exploratory and quantitative.
Ttrere were two sites, which are both high school settings,
where convenience sam.ples were taken. High schooJ
principles of two di-fferent high schools gave the self-
administered guestionnaires to the participants, superviseci
the participants, and collected the surveys.
Surrrey research possesses several- strengths to social-
work research. This type of research alIows one to make
19
Iarge samples. rt allows for the researcher to make
descript j-ve assertions regarding a specif ic population.
Thus, the findings are more generaLizable and reliable.
Survey research also possesses several- weaknesses.
The context of social life is seJdom captured. Data may be
missed due to variables, which are important to the
respondent, not being sought after. Survey research al-so
looks at a section of time, which may be valid for that
tlmeframe, however, ffiay not be valid following the study.
fn sufirmaryf survey research j-s strong on reliability and
weak on validity.
Research Questions
The research questions of this study are:
1 . What is the relationshi-p between adolescents'
interpersonal boundary positions, in terms of
cohesion, with f amily members, del-inquency and
school- achievement?
2. tt{hat is the relationship between the adaptability of
adolescents I interpersonal boundar j-es wit.h f amily
members, delinguency and schooL achievement?
3 . what i s the rel ati onship between the adol- e s cent s ,
religious practices, delinquency and school
achievement ?
20
iCentificati-on of
For research question number L,
interpersonal boundary positions with family members is the
lndependent variable whiLe the dependent variabl-es are
del-inquency and school achievement. For research question
number 2, adaptabirity of adolescents, interpersonal
boundaries with family members is the independent varlable
whil-e the dependent variables are dellnquency and school
achievement. Finally, adolescents' rel-igious practice is
the independent variable while delinquency and school
achievement are the dependent variables.
Hypothe s i s
The hypothesis for this study is that if ado-l-escents
perceive their relationships with family members as having
higher level-s of cohesion and frexible boundary
adaptability, then there wil-r be lower l-evers of
delinquency and higher level- of achievement at school (in
terms of cJass grades ) . Adolescents, percepti-ons of
cohesion and boundary adaptability are the independent
variables whil-e delj-nquency and school achievement are
dependent variabf es. Also, if adol-escents have a higher
rate of reliqious practices, then there will_ be l-ower
level-s of delinquency and higher levels of school
achievement.
VariabJes
adoiescents'
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ConceptuaLs-zation & Operat.ionalization
Conceptual Definition of Healthy Boundaries
Healthy boundaries are the conceptua] l-ines that
(Sori,1995). Therefore,separate one thing from another
as applied to this st,udy, boundaries ar-e those aspects that.
composes ones identity, whj-ch incl-ude phys j-caI, emotional,
intel-l-ectual or cognitive, sexual, spiritual, and cultural
boundaries. These occur both intrapsychically, within
oneself, and interpersonally, between individuals.
Operational- Definitlon of Healthy Boundaries
characterj-stics of healthy boundaries incrude the
proceeding: present in awarenessr appropriate based upon
ones own j-nner Iif e, protective I clear, f irmr rrrdintained by
oneself, fJexible, receptlve to connect or be vulnerabJe
hased upon earned trust. Healthy boundaries are not
enmeshed, set by another or others, primarily hurtful or
harmful, controJling or manipulative, and partitioned or
disengaged (Whitf iel-d, 1993 ) . As appf ied to this research
project, the independent variable of boundary position is
referred to as cohesion. Cohesion is the degree to which
people are emotionally separated from or connected to
others. The independent variabl-e of boundary adaptability
refers to the extent the family system is flexibl-e and able
to change (Barnes, Larsen, McCubbin, Muxen, Olsenr &
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Wilson , 1992) .
Study Population
This stud.y's popul-a.tion includes both mal-e and femal-e
adolescents ages 15 through 1,-l . The participants in the
study are recruited from two separate high schools. The
sample is one of convenience,
Measurement Issues
The instrument used in this study was Eamily
Adaptability and Cohesion Evaluation Scal-e II (EACES II )
( see appendlx A) (Barnes, Larsen, McCubbin, Muxen, Olson, &
witson, 1992) " There is very good evidence for hiqh
reliab j-Iity . The Cronk-ra ch Alpha test was used on internal
consistency and . 91 was reported f or cohes j-on and . I0 f or
adaptability. Test-retest was .83 for cohesion and .80
adaptability. Barnes et al . ( 1 I 92 ) claims very good
evj-dence f or f ace val-idity and content val-idity, They
reported a correl-ation for social- desirability (r = .39)
for cohesion and r .38 for adaptabitity.
The measurement issue was in deciding which statistical-
test to util-ize. This was resolved by identify the l-evels
of measurement for each varj-able. All of the independent
variabl-es were at the ordinal level of measurement while my
dependent variabl-es were both ordinal and nominal- l-evel-s of
measurement . Due to having varied level-s of measurement,
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two separate non-parametric stati*stj-cal- tests were
utilized.
fnstrumentation
This was a quantitative design that util-ized the FACES
I I . The instrument as ks cl-osed-ended questions that are
answered by the respondents using a likert scaling method.
A demographic section was utilized in conjunction with
FACES II as a means of answering the research questions.
Data Col-l-ecti-on
This investigator contacted, by telephone, two school
principals from two separate schools and explaj-ned the
scope and purpcse of this research study. Both principals
agreed to assist in the research proj ect . At the first High
School, the principal went to the religion class, describe
the nature of the study and pass out consent forms to those
interested in participating in the study. They were
informed that if they choose to participate in the study
that they must return the consent form signed hy themselves
and their parent/guardian the next school- day. The next
school- day, the principal returned to the class and
col-Iected the consent forms from those adolescents wanting
to participate in the study. She took them to a separate
cl-assroomf gave them the surveyr supervlsed them while they
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completed the surveyf collected the surveys and returned
the surveys to this researcher.
At the second Hiqh School, the principal went the
SociaI Growth and Development classrooms and described the
nat.ure of the study and pass out consent forms to those
interested in participating in the study. They were
informed that if they choose to participate in the study
that they must return the consent form signed by themselves
and their parenL/guardian by the end of the school week.
The following week, on Thursday, the principal gathered the
consent forms. Those adolescents wanting to participate
j-n the study were taken t.o a separate classroom, given the
survey, supervised while completing the survey, and surveys
collected by the principal. The principal then returned
the surveys to thi s researcher . The investigator reviewed
principals that they useda script with
in de scribi-ng
pa rt j- cipant s
both of the schooJ
the nature of the study and tasks the
were asked to complete when taking the survey.
The participants remained anonymous to the researcher
because the surveys
have other parties
did not j-ncl-ude participant.s, names and
adminj-stered the surveys.
Data Analysis
The quantitative data, which was obtained through the
suhsections forFACES II, was scored according to the
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cohesion/ adaptability, and family type. This scoring was
compl,eted individually f or each surve1'. The scores f rom
the FACES II surveys, along with demographic sectionr were
entered j-n the SPSS program as variabJes. Once the data
were entered, a mul-ti-method approach for data analysis was
utilized. These approaches consisted of a non-parametric
stati st j-cal, tests and descriptive statistics .
Protection of Human Subj ects
Due to chil-dren being invol-ve in the studyr a furl_
review f rom Augsburg' s Institutional Revj-ew Board (Ing) was
required. This study' s rRB number is gl 
-4 g-03 . The use of
the institutional review hoard ensures ethical- precautions
are taken as a means of minimizing risk and protecting
human subj ects . The participants were made aware of the
risks and benefits of participating in the study. All
records were and are kept confidential . FinalIy, al-l
participants of this study are anonymous.
Summary
AdoLescents from two separate high schools took the
FACES II and demographic surveys. The data were entered
j-nto a SPSS program for statistical analysis, The
fol-lowing chapter presents the resul-ts from the analysis
conducted.
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Chapter V: RESIILTS
This chapter shali present the results of the study.
The demographic data i s presented f irst f ol-l-owed by each
research question and concludes with the hypothesis. The
research questions are first answered by comparing the
means and or ranges of the independent variables in
relationship to the dependent variabl-es. This relationship
is then displayed through boxpJots. After this process is
completed, evidence of correlation is presented through
non-parametric statistical testing outcornes .
Demographi c s
Demographics are broken down according to gender in
table 5.1. of the partici,pants, 45t were mal-e and 55%
female. The 16-year-o1d was the mean age consisting of 57t
of the sample. Both the 1s-year-oJd and 11-year-old age
groups were equally distrj-buted, consisting of ZLZ each of
the sample popu]at.j.on. The ethnic hackgrounds of the
participants
A maj ority of
incl-ude 898 caucasi-an and 11% Native American.
f ami 1y
of the
whiLe
hroken
r_ n come
the participants, 442 ,
over $30r000 per year.
report.ed to have the
About three-quarters
adolescents who reported to have broken the l-aw
a quarter of the respondents reported to have not
the l- aw .
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Table 5.1: Demographic Distribution by Gender (in percent)
Demographic Category Mal-e Fema I e
N:2I N 26
Age
15
16
1-t
School Grade
Fre s hman
Sophomore
Juni or
S eni or
Ethnicity
Cauca s ian
Native American
Family Income
Less than $f0,000
$10,001 $20,000
$20,001 $30,000
Over $30,000
Unknown
6 1tr
-LJ
30
11
40
2B
1t-
.)
Ltt
36
6
2
9
4
51
4
3B
6
9
9
6
n
t
9
232t
9
-1 nZO
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Research Question #1
What is the relationship between adolescents,
interpersonal boundary positions, in terms of cohesion,
with family members, delinguency and school achievement?
The mean outcomes of law violations were compared in
relationship to cohesion scores, outcomes of l-aw
violations have the proceeding ranges:
1 . No iegal involveme4t,
2. Probation,
3 . Out-patient treatment,
4 . In-patient treatment, and
5. Shelter/Detention
The relationship of cohesion scores to outcomes of law
violation is displayed in figure 5.1. The respondent whose
cohesion score rated at very connected had the score of 1
(nothing happeneC) for outcome of law vioJ-ation. Those
respondents who were connected had ranged between 1 and 2,
with concentration being cl-oser to 1 (nothing happened.
AImost a1l- partici-pants who scored in the separated
category ranged between 1 and 2, but one person scored 5.
Again, distribution of participants rated closer to l.
Although, respondents who have disengaged ranged 1 and Z,
the distribution was equally concentrated between nothing
happened, 1, and probation , 2 . Thus, adol-escents who have
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Figure 5.1: cohesi on by outcome of Law vioration
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disengaged reJationships with their famil-ies are more apt
to be on probation as compared to those whose rel-at.ionships
are connected and separated,
The mean grade point averages were compared in
relationship to cohesion scores, as displayed j_n f igure
5.2. The participants who scored in the very connected
category had the mean grade and range of z (B) . Those
part i- ci-pant s who s cored in the connected category had the
mean of 1.?5 with the range of 1 (A) through 3 (c), with
the distribution being concentrated between 1 and 2. The
separated category had the mean of 2.0833 with the range of
1 through 4 ( D) , with distribution being concentrated
between 1 (A) and 3 (C) . Finally,
the mean of 2.5455 with the
equatly distributed. Thus,
connected relationships with
grades as compared to those
disengaged category had
of 2 through 3, which was
adol-escents who have
ra nge
thos e
family members achieve better
who have very connected,
separated and disengaged relationships.
The Spearmean rho was the non*parametric statistical-
test utilized for testing The relationship between the
variables of cohesion and grade point (Correlation : 
.37,
Slgnificance (2-tailed), reported at p: .0I1). Chi-square
tests were utilized for the vari,abl-es of cohesi-on and
outcomes of law violation. However, no relationship
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Figure 5.2: Cohesion i:y Grade Point
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I
was found. when variables were collapsed, the expected
val-ue was less than 5 cases. Therefore, the chi-sguare was
not possibl-e to calculate.
In conclusion,
relationships with
a higher rate and
Those adolescents
those adolescents who have connected
family members
are l-ess likely
achieve better grades at
to be on probat j-on .
relationships with
than the other types
who have disengaged
family members achj-eve poorer grades
of interpersonal boundaries oq cohesion categories and are
more ]ikely to be on probation than those who have
di f f erent level of cohes j_ve relationships .
Research Questj-on # z
What j-s the relationship between the adaptability of
adolescents' interpersonal boundaries with family members,
del-inquency and schooJ achievement?
The outcomes of law vioration were compared in
relationship to the different levers of adaptability, as
dispf ayed in f igure 5.3, The category of very fl-exible had
the range of 1 (nothing happened ) . The f rexib]e category
had the range between 1 and 2, which had equal distribut j-on
except with one participant reporting 5 (shelter/detent j-on
placement). The structured category had the range of 1
through 2, with equal distribution. Lastly, the rigid
category the range, except one participant reported Z.
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Figure 5.3: Adaptability by outcome of Law violation
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Thus, most of the respondents f el-l- into the categories of
f l-exibl-e and structured bcundaries, with outcomes of law
violations ranged between l and 2 that were equally
distributed.
The mean scores of grade point averages were compared
j-n relationship with the di f f erent levels of adaptability,
as displayed in figure 5.
the mean and the range of
fl-exlbl-e category had the
4 . The very flexible level had
2, which had the
mean of 1.9333 with the range of
1 through 3, which the distribution was concentrated
between 1.5 and 2 (B) . The structured category had the
mean of 2.25 with the range 1 through 4, which the
distribut j-on was concentrated between 1 . 5 through 3 (C ) .
Lastfy, the rigid level had the mean of 2.2857 with the
range of 1 through 3. The distribution of this category
was concentrated between 2 (B) and 3 (C) . Thus, those
adol-escents whose interpersonal boundaries were fl-exible
had better grades than those adol-escents who reported to
have structured and rigid boundary systems.
The Spearmean rho and Chi-square were the non-
parametric statistical test utllized
The
for testing
adaptability, outcomecorrelation between the variabl-es
of law violation and grade point.
out of the range of significance.
n:2
of
A11 of the scores felI
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Fj-gure 5.4: Adaptability by Grade Point
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reported.
In conclusion, adolescents' perception of their
boundary adaptability appears to have no significance j-n
relationsh j-p to outcome of law viol-ation . However,
adaptability and grade point appears to have a
relationship. Those adolescents who have f Jexibl-e
boundarj-es tend to achj-eve better grades while adolescents
perceive their relationships to be
grades. Both variables of outcome
dlsengaged have poorer
of Iaw viol-atlon and
grade point do not have a significant relationship in chi-
square and spearman rho stati stical- tests .
Research Question # 3
What is the relationship between the adolescents'
rel-igious practices, delinquency and school- achievement ?
The variabl,es of outcome of Jaw violation were compared
in relationship with rel-igious activity, as displayed in
figure 5.5. The respondents who reported to never pray or
attend religious activities ranged between 1 (nothing
happened) and 2 (probation), which the distribution was
more concentrated towards 2. Those respondents who fell-
into the seldom category
participant reported a 5
The distribution of the
ranged between 1 and 2, except one
(shel-ter/detention pf acement )
sel-dom category was equally
concentrated between 1 and 2 . The category of occas j-ona1Iy
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Figure 5.5: Religious Activity by Outcome of Law Violation
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ranged at l, however one participant reported a 2 . Those
respondents who reported to often prayed or
between 1 and 2,religious activities ranged
attended
wi th
distribution being more concentrated towards 1. Finaffy,
those participants that reported to usually pray or attend
reliqious activities ranged at 1 . Thus, those adolescents
who never or seldom pray or attend reJigious activities are
more apt to be involved with Juvenil-e Court Services as
compared to the other l-evels of rel-igious activities.
The mean scores of grade point were compared in
relationship to religious activity, as displayed j-n figure
5.6. The category of never pray or attend rel-igious
activities had the mean and range of 3 (c) . Those
participants who fel-l into the sel-dom pray or attend
reliqious activities category had the mean of Z .7 S and
ranged hetween 2 through 4. The distribution of the seldom
category was
occasionally
of 1 through
between 1.5
1.8333 with
concentrated
category had
3, with the
and 2 (B) ,
the range of
between 2 and 3. The
the mean of 2.1661 with the range
distribution being concentrated
The often category had the mean of
1 and 2, with one participant
reporting a 3. The distribution of the often category was
concentrated between 1.5 and 2. Lastly, the usually
category had the mean of I .4286 with the range of 1 through
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Figure 5.6: P,eligious Activity and Grade point
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2, with equal- distribution.
The Spearman rho was the non-parametr:j-c sLatistical
test utj-fized for testing a relationship between the
variahl-es of rel igious activity and grade point
(correlation : 
.64, significance (Z-Lailed), reported at p
: 
.000) . Those who prayed had a gigher GpA. chi-square
was uti-lized to deterrnine the association hetween the
variabl-es of rel-iglous
viol-ation. Those who
activity and outcome of law
prayed more often had a lower
invol-vement of law violation ( signi f icance was reported at
p : .01682).
In concl-usion, those adolescents who reported to have
often and usually pray or attend rel-igious activitj-es were
l-ess involved in the juvenile justice system and received
better grades at school.
Hypothesis
The hypothesj-s for this study is that if adolescents
perceive their relationships with family members as having
a higher leve1
adaptability,
of cohesion and flexible bounda ry
l-evel s ofthen there will be l_ower
del-inquency and higher level- of achievement at school- (in
terms of class grades ) . The results of this study provide
evidence that adolescents who have a connected cohesion
lever are less likery to he invorved in the j uvenil-e
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justice system and achieve better grades as compared to
other levels of cohesion. Those adolescents who reported to
have flexibl-e boundaries with family member achieved better
grades, although, nothing conclusive was found with outcome
of l-aw violation. There were evidence of statistical-
correlation, as described in table 5.2, between the
variabl-es of cohesion, outcome of l-aw vj-olation, and grade
point. However, there were no significant evidence of
statistical correlati-on hetween the variables of
adaptability, outcome of l-aw violatj-on, and grade point.
Summary
This chapter presented the results of the study. The
demographic information was first presented to describe the
sample population. This was then prcceeded by comparing
mean scores of the dependent variabl-es in rel-ationship to
the independent variabl-es, when appf icabl-e . Boxplot charts
f ollowed each comparison. FinalIy, the resul_ts of non-
parametric statistical- tests were presented as a means of
exploring correl-ation between variables, as signif j-cant
findings are reported in table S.z. The next chapter
provides an interpretation of this study, s findiDgs,
addresses strengths and limitations, present.s implications
for social work practice and poficy, and offers suggestions
for future research.
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Table 5 ,2: Signi f icant Stat.i stical Findings
Variables Spearman rho Chi-Square
Cohe s i-on
Grade Point
Rel-igious Activity
Grade point .64; p .000
P . 011
Outcome of Law Vlol-ation p . 0168 2
Chi-square: 8.7'7, df : 2, P S .02
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Chapter VI: DISCUSSION AIID CONCLUSTONS
Thi s study explored aciol-escents' perceptions of their
rel-ationship with f amily members. This relationship was
explored hy Jooking at the adoJescentsf perception of their
interpersonal boundary position with family members, in
terms of level- of cohesion, and adaptability of their
boundaries in a family context. Eurthermore. this study
l-ooked at the variable of religious activities as a means
of exploring
variabl-es of
how other systems effect the dependent
delinquency and school- achievement. Eindings
made regarding the
resul-ts. A summary of the results is f irst of fered. This
chapter wil-1 concluded by addressing the strengths and
l-imitations of the studyr presents implications for social
work practice, and offers suggestions for future research.
Summary of the Findings
will- be discussed and assertions are
Eindings for ttiis study are categorj,zed
the independent variabl-e. Each independent
according to
variabl-e will- be
examined in relationship with each dependent variabl-e.
f indings incl-ude:This study's
Cohe s i- on :
Those adol-escents who scored at the connected and
seperated on the cohesion scale were less likely to
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a
be on probation.
t Those adolescents who have connected rel-ationships
with family memhers recej-ve higher grades than other
Ievel-s of cohesion.
t Those adolescents who have di sengaged rel-ationships
with family members have poorer grades than other
IeveIs of cohesion.
Spearman rho statistical test between cohesion and
grade point scored P _ ,011.
a
Adaptabilit v:
a
o
t
Those adolescents whose boundaries were flexible had
higher grades at a greater degree of concentratj-on as
compared to other l-evels of adaptability.
Those adol-escents whose boundaries were rigid had
poorer grades as compared to other level-s of
adaptability.
Non-parametric statistical- testings reported no
signi ficance .
Rel-iqious Activities :
a Those adolescents who never and seldom prayed, and
had broken the law, were more likely to be on
probation.
Those adol-escents who often and usually prayedo
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or
attended religious activities received better grades
than those did in the never/ seldom, and occasionally
categorj-es.
' 
Chi-square testing showed an association between
rel-igious activity and outcome of l-aw vj-ol-ation.
t Spearman rho testing showed an associatj-on between
the variabl-es of religious activities and grade
point.
Discussion
The lit.erature revj-ew identified four interpersonal
boundary positions, which consist of enmeshed, connected,
detached/separated, and partitioned/disengaged positions 
.
Prev j-ous studies conclude healthy parent /child
rerationships as having connected and separated
rel-ationships while destructive parent/child had enmeshed
and disengaged rel-ationships (Garbar j-no, Schellenbach, &
sebes, 1985). This study explored the same boundary
dynamics. however, f ocused on the adol-escents, perception
and Jooked at outcomes that directly effects the population
being studied, which incl-udes outcome of l-aw viol-ations and
school achievement in terms of grade point. This study
who perceived thej-r rel_ationship
being connected had better grades
f ound that adol- e s cent s
ASwith family members
and less involvement with the juvenile justj-ce system.
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whereas / those adorescent.s who perceived their
relationships with family members as being disengaged were
more likely to be on probation and received poorer grades.
exist ing studies, providewithOutcomes such as this, along
important relativity for the
strengthening relationshJ_ps
Thi s study l-ooked at
which may encompass
use of systemic therapies for
between adol-escents and their
family members. For example, using systems therapy to
increase level-s of cohesion within the family may assist
adolescents in achieving better grades at school- and reduce
del-inquency.
The literature review identified several- typologies of
boundaries. one that was of emphasls to this study is a
spiritual boundary. Spiritual boundary was defined as a
conceptual-:-zation about the adolescents' relationship with
others, the world, and creator (Ke1]er, & prest, 1gg3).
adolescents' rel-igJ-ous practices,
spirituality. Systems theory, the
primary theory
serve both as
supporting this study, suggests boundarj-es
structure and functlon, as do religion. The
the importance ofresults of this study clearly exemplify
spiritual connections r or religious practices, within the
l- j-ves of adolescents, r*hich serve as both structure and
function. The importance of systems practitioners to be
incl-usive of the spiritual boundary and / or religious
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practices when working with the adolescent population is
cl-early evident. This study showed those adolescents who
were more involved i n reJigious practices received better
grades and lower level-s of 1egal invoJvement, ds previously
ment ioned .
Limitations of the Study
There are a few limitations to this study that needs to
be taken into consideration. First of all- this study was
taken at one point in time. Participants may have
responded differently at another gj-ven point of tj-me. This
study did not control- f or extraneous varJ-ables, such as
stress, that may have effected the scoring for coheslon and
adaptability. whereas, at a different point of time
extraneous variables may or may not have been present.
Another limitation is credibility of the participant.
One can not rule out that a response was given to fit the
norms of society (social desirabil j-ty) . Even though this
study was anonymous, there are issues that one may not want
to admit. to oneself. It is commonly known as denial, which
is a typical- defense coping mechani-sm.
Another limitation, that continues to be an issue of
credibility, is that the response is from one person, the
adolescent. With understanding adolescence, developmental
theorj-es suggest this is a t.ime of that they "push adults
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away// as a means of finding their own identity. If this
study had utilized the FACES II in conjunction with family
mem.bers, dif ferent results may have arisen.
This sample was small- (N=47) and homogenous, which
causes difficulty in making generalization outside the
sample. There were only two et.hnic populations within the
study. Furthermorer correJation statistical testing may
have been different with a larger sample size (Babbie &
Rubin, 1997).
Implications for Social- Work Practi-ce and Policy
Legitimate implications for social- work practice are
provided by this study. Systemic therapies, such as
structural family therapy, can be utilized connectj-ng
adolescents with their family members, thus overcoming the
results (such as del-inquency and poor grades at school- )
derj-ved from disengaged boundary and rigid boundary
dynamics . Furthermore, impl-ications f or including other
syst,ems, such as church and other spiritually oriented
supports, are heneficial in the assessment and
interventions for struggling adolescents and t.heir
families.
Areas of policy and program development can benefit
from the results of this study as well. Impl-ications for
social poficy and program development that focus on
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s t rengthening
boundari- e s can
achievement at
that implement
family connections and
deter del-lnguency ancl
school . For example,
a pof i cy of j-ncluding
as church I can as sist
creating structured
increase adolescents'
treatment programs
famil-ies and other
adol-escents and theirsystems,
famil-ies
such
in the change process.
Conclusions
This study provides legitimate results for providing
adolescents with services that connects them to their
families and religious support systems. Adol-escents who
had connected relationships with their famil_ies and
religion were l-ess likely to be involved with the j uvenil-e
j ust j-ce system and achieve better grades at school . A1so,
those adol-escents who had flexible boundaries with family
members achieved better grades.
Future research i_n this area needed. Exploring how
school and community environmental
ef fect the l-i-ves of adolescents.
other systems, such as
factors, ffidy
Qualitative
are woul-d be
or may not
studles in identifying what
beneficial-, Exploring how
these other factors
other dependent
are effected byvarlabl-es, such as mental_ heal_th lssues,
coheslon and boundary adaptability would be of use. Future
research that would be beneficial- may look at the boundary
dynamics of dif f erent populations . For exanrple,
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differences among cultures, rural versus urban, and so on.
A f ew pos sibl-e research questions might' be :
l-. Eihat is the reJationship of different cuJtures'
level of cohesion and boundary adaptability with family
memhers , del inquency, and s chool_ achievement ?
2. What is the differences between rural versus urban
settings ?
It is al-so recommend that a larger sample size be utilized
to increase issues of validity and reliability.
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Appendix A
1
Alrnost Ne'rcr
2
in0nce Awhile
3
Sometimes
4 5
Almost Always
Dcrcrlbc Your Famllp
- 
1. FErEily members are suppordve of eech other during dltEcth times.
- 
2. In our family, it is casy for arcryone to erpress hMer opinion.
- 
3. It is easier to diseuss problems with people outside the family than with other
family membcrs.
- 
4. Each family member has input rcgarding major family dccisions.
- 
5. Our tamily gathers together in the sf,mc room.
- 
6. ChildrEn haw a say in their discipline.
_ 
7. Our family does things together.
- 
8. FemIIy members discrrss problems end feel good about the solutions.
_ 
9. In our family, st/cr$,nc goer his/lrer osrr way.
- 
10. IVe shift horrsehold responsibilities from pcrson to pemon.
- 
11. Family members knos caeh other's doae ftiends.
- 
12.It is hard to knon, what the rules arc in our family.
- 
13. Frmily memben consult other femily members on personal decisions.
_ 
14. Family ruembers say whet they mnt.
- 
15. Wc haw diffiarlty thintirg of thinp to do as e faruily.
- 
16. In mlving problcms, the childrcn'r sugge$tions aru followed.
_ 
17. Family members fecl rrery close to each other.
- 
f8. Discipline is rair in our family.
- 
19.Fennily mcmbcrt fecl cloru to peo,ple outslda the femily thur to other fatnily
membem.
Our family tries new ways of deellng with problems.
Family members go dong with *hat the faruily decides to do.
ln our farnily, everyonc shares rcsponsibilities-
Fanily members liks to spcfid thcir frcc tirue with each orher.
It is diffictlt to get a rule chrnged in out family.
Family rnembcrs aroid eech othcr at home.
$fhan problems adse, wc compromise.
lUe approvc of eactr othefs triends.
Faluily mcmbers are afraid to ssy what is on their minds.
mcmbers pair up rsther than do thingF as a total family.
members shars interc$ts md hobbias *ith each other.
20.
21.
??.
23.
?{.
25.
26.
27.
?8.
29.
30.
Family
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Appiendi x B
Adolescents' Perceptions of their
Relationship
With Farnilv Members
Srudy
IRB # 97-49-03
Consent Form
You are invited to take part in a re.search study regarding adolescents' perceptions of their
relationship with family members. You were selected as a possible participant beri6e of your age.
John Upshaw is conducting this study as pafi of his Master's thesis at Augsburg College.
Background Information:
The purpose of this study is to explore adolescents' perceptions of their relationship to family
members. The survey questions seek to reveal the nature of that relationship and how, if any, irnpact it has
on the iife of ttre participants.
Procedures:
If 1's* agree to be in this study, we would ask you to do the followilg:
1. Complete consent form with all required signatures, parents included.2. Return consent fonn to the person administering the self-survey.3. Fill out all the questinns of the survey thet will take approximately l0-20 minutes.4. Return survey to whom administered the self-survey.
Risks and Benefits
This study may have psychological risks because it asks questions regarding feeling and thoughts
about the relationship between adolescent and adult(s).
If at any time you feel overwhelming discomfort, your are encouraged stop participating in this
study. If overwhelming feeling occur, referrals to a counselor will be made-availaLli.
The direct benefit of this study is all participants will receive a $2.00 honorarium.
The indirect benefits to participation are:
l. l0 hours of service either case consultation or direct service with client will be volunteered to
Juvenile Courl Services by this researcher.
2. This study's results will be shared with the students and staff at the school that is one of the
sites the data will be collected.
3. Improved understanding about how adoh.-scenUadult relationships affect the adolescent.
Confidentiallv
The records of this study will be kept private. The researcher will not have access to the names of
the participants involved" The surveys will be anonymous. The survey shall be distributed and collected
by Juvenile Coun Officers and the Interim Principle at a local High School.
Raw data will be desrroyed no later by 0l/10/g9.
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Yoluntary Nqlgre of the Study
Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect vour current or future relationship with,
Juvenile court Services, High School, or Augsburg College. If you decide to participate, you are free to
withdraw at any time without affecting those relationships.
Contacts and Questions:
The researcher conducting this study is John Upshaw. The researcher's advisor is Dr. Maria
Dinis,
You may ask questions now, or later, by calling:
John Upshaw (515) 424-3353 or Dr. Maria Dinis (612) 330-1704
Statement of Consent:
I have read the above information. I have asked questions and received an answer. I consent to
participate in this study.
Signature Date
Signature of parent or guardian_ Date
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Appendix C
Demographics
1. What is your age?
(Please write in your answer)
2. What grade are you in at school? g*, 10ft, 1ltr, 12ft
(Please Circle your answer) I Z 3
3. what grades do you average in school? A, B, c, D, F, Incomplete
(PleaseCircleyouranswer) l Z j 4 5 6
4. How often do you pray or attend religious activities? (Please Circle your answer)
Never Seldom Occasionally Often Usually
1234s
5. What is your race? (Please Circle your answer)
Caucasian African American Asian American Hispanic Native American
12345
6. what is your family income? (Please circle your answer)
Less than 10,000 10,001-20,000 20,001-30,000 over 30,000 unknown
r2345
4
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7 . Have you broken the law? Yes No
(Please Circle your answer) I
8. If you answered yes to the last question, what were the results of breaking the law?
Nothing Probation Out-Patient Treatment In-Patient Treatment ShelterDetention
t2345
(P1ease Circle your answer)
9. What is your gender? (Please Circle your answer)
Male Female
12
2
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Appendix D
NEITMAN CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL * 244l NINETEENTH ST. S.\fl. . MASON CIry, IOWA ,0401 . PHONE jtr,-4234939
February 6, 1998
John Upshau
1000 S. Illinois
Apt. 1109
Iilaeon Cityr IA 5040I
Dear Jotrnr
Ner+man Catholic High School hae agreed to participate in the survey ycu haveprepared. We will have 35 etudents respond to the auruey. rrhile these students
respond to the suEV€fr I will surperuiee and adurinister the suryey. Ttre rest ofthe etudents in the claes will rsrrain with the glassrour teacher and do an
activity. [!Ie look fonparrd to working with you.
Sincerelyr
Newman Catholic
High School
{)t rtlJe{A-' lb-"l'tt/4rhd
Rita Cateronr Interim principal
Nemran Catholic Eigh School
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Appendix E
MRSON CITY HLTEBNHTIUE HIGH SCHOOL
19 H. IUI-nol.r lvenuc . !,tr!on Clty, Lt 50{01(515) {21-{126 . trAI( (515t {21-3352
Eebruary 19, 1998
ilohn Upshaw
1000 S, Illlnots Ave., Apt. l10g
llason Clty, IA 50401
Dear John:
I Investlgated the school dist,rlct pollcy on your request of
usJ'ng Alternatlve School students for reiearch pro]ects and foundout you can. These stipurations were mentloned ln the poricy:
1. The proper parental walvers must be completed.
2. No names can be used.
3. The school cannot be mentl_oned by name.
r am exclted 
_by the opportunlty to asslst you tn gatherlngyour research. r look forward to worklng wlth you. As soon as youhave an exact dat,e Ln mJ-nd, I wlll begln the piocess of selecting
students.
If 
.you have additlonal grrestJ.ons, please do not hesltate incontactlng me.
lfarmest regards,
AffnlstreUon
thvfd A" OccitU, Sr.p€n/istr
t{ency A tcc, Socratrry
Frcultf
Lba Plqglnhrhb
l,lrk DonH
Lhda Gsflenfuld *frrcfr
Rod Z*r
l{ry Patrrsr
rhcr 1973
Davld A. Ciccettl
Supervisor
DAC/naI
s"\\\ffi
Commitmed + Hard Wo*. SUCCESS
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Appendix F
MBURG
C.O.L.L.E.G.E
To: John Upshaw
1000 South Illinois, apt 1109
Mason Clty, IA 5040f
From Professor Mlchael Schock
Instltutional Revlew Board
Augsburg College
Mlnneapolls
March 26, I"998
Dear John Upshaw,
Augsburg College Instttutlonal Review Board (IRB), has consideredyour proposal for research, "Adolescents' perceptlons of thetr Interpersonal
boundaries wlth flmtly members". You have full clearance from Augsburg
college to proceed wtth your research. your IRB number ts 97-49-o3.
Please use thls number when referrlng to Augsburg,s approval of your
research.
ilnilrilldd&$il1[ffi 
,ffi rriliil',fi ll[le[t11
Do well ln your research project.
cc.MDrnts 
L Hr-"''"'[si
DEPARTHEHT OF SOCIAL WOFK
Campus Box #51 
'221 1 FlivErside Avenue . Mlnneapolis MN 55454 . Tel. (61t)3SO-t 189 . Fax (6tZ)380-1493
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Augshurg College
l-ii'rdell l*ihrury
lviinlleepolis, h4N 55454
